
Year 6 Spellings Autumn Term 2020 

   

WB 28.9.20  
Rule: Adding 

the prefix 

‘over’ to verbs. 

 
Test on: 

2.10.20 

WB 5.10.20 

Rule: Convert 

nouns or verbs 

into adjectives 

using suffix ‘-

ful.’ 

 
Test on: 9.10.20 

WB 12.10.20 

Rule: Words 

which can be 

nouns and 

verbs 

 
Test on: 

16.10.20 

WB 19.10.20 

Rule: Words 

with an /oh/ 

sound spelled 

‘ou’ or ‘ow’ 
 

Test on: 

23.10.20 

Spellings which follow a particular pattern/rule have 

been provided. Some weeks, you will need to find 

additional spellings of your own, which follow the 

same pattern, and write them in the grid below.  

 

Please ensure your child learns their spellings every 

week. 

They will be tested every Friday on their spellings 

for the week and an additional five chosen from 

previous weeks. 

At the end of each half term, children will be 

tested on a higher number of spellings previously 

learnt.  

A copy of these spellings can be found on our school 

website. 

Teaching and Learning 

Curriculum 

Year 6 

 

Remember to look at the suggested list of 

‘Spelling Activities’ on Spelling Shed. 

TIP - Keep using LSCWC (LOOK, SAY, 

COVER, WRITE, CHECK) method. 

 

HALF TERM – 26.10.20-30.10.20 

overbalance merciful produce shoulder 

overthrow plentiful broadcast smoulder 

overturned beautiful transport mould 

overcoat fearful silence thrown 

overslept boastful smoulder known 

overcook doubtful known blown 

overpaid thankful thrown window 

overreact pitiful shallow shallow 

overtired fanciful window soul 

overlooked colourful freeze poultry 

* * * * 

* * * * 

WB 2.11.20 

Rule: Words 

with a ‘soft c’ 

spelt /ce/ 

 
Test on: 6.11.20 

WB 9.11.20 

Rule: Prefix 

dis, un, over, 

im.  

 

 
Test on: 13.11.20 

WB 16.11.20 

Rule: Words 

with the /f/ 

sound spelt 

ph. 

 
Test on: 

20.11.20 

WB 23.11.20 

Rule: Words 

ending in 

/shuhl/ after a 

vowel letter. 

 
Test on: 27.11.10 

WB 30.11.20 

Rule: Words 

ending in 

/shuhl/ after 

a consonant 

letter. 

 
Test on: 

4.12.20 

WB 7.12.20 

Rule: Words 

with the 

common letter 

string ‘acc’ at 

the beginning 

of words. 

 
Test on: 

11.12.20 

WB 14.12.20 

Rule: Words 

ending in ‘-

ably’ 

 
Test on: 

17.12.20 

prejudice disappointed graph antisocial influential accompany changeably 

nuisance dissatisfied pheasant official martial accommodate noticeably 

hindrance dissimilar phone superficial spatial access dependably 

sacrifice unsure photo special partial accuse comfortably 

cemetery unnecessary physical artificial confidential accost reasonably 

certificate unnatural alphabet social essential accrue adorably 

celebrate overseas dolphin racial substantial accuracy valuably 

necessary  overrule elephant crucial potential accomplish believably 

deceased overreact pamphlet facial sequential accumulate considerably 

December impatient sphere beneficial torrential accentuate tolerably 

existence * * * * according * 

* * * * * * * 

 

 



Year 5 English Spellings Spring Term 2017 

Spellings which follow a particular pattern/rule have been provided. Some weeks you will need to find 

additional spellings of your own which follow the same pattern and write them in the grid below.  

Remember to look at the suggested list of ‘Spelling Activities’ to help you learn. 

TIP - Keep using LSCWC (LOOK, SAY, COVER, WRITE, CHECK) method.   

   

WB 5.117 

Rule: To spell 

words from the 

years 5/6 high 

frequency words   

 

 

 

Test on:13.9.17 

WB 12.1.17 

Rule: To spell 

words from the 

years 5/6 high 

frequency words   

 

 

 

Test on:20.9.17 

WB 19.1.17 

Rule: Adding 

suffixes – fer 

stressed 

 

 

 

 

Test on:27.9.17 

WB 26.1.17 

Rule: Adding 

suffixes – fer 

unstressed 

The r is not 

doubled if the –

fer is no longer 

stressed. 

Test on:4.10.17 

WB 3.1.17 

Rule: Hyphens 

can be 

used to join 

prefixes and to 

create compound 

words. 

 

Test on: 11.10.17 

WB 10.2.17 

Rule: Hyphens 

can be used to 

join prefixes and 

to create 

compound words.  

 

 

Test on: 18.10.17 

WB 17.2.17 

Rule: Words with 

ee:ei  

Words with the 

/i:/ sound spelt ei 

after c 

 

 

Test on: 1.11.17 

equipment  harass  retransferring  conference co-operate  power-driven  ceiling  

especially hindrance  transferring  pilfering co-own computer-aided conceit  

 exaggerate identity  conferred  circumference build-up  co-own deceive  

 excellent immediately   deferred  suffered re-enter    life-like perceive  

 existence individual inferred  preference pre-war  rock-forming receive  

 explanation   interfere  referral interfering well-known  custom-built receipt  

familiar  interrupt   reference quick-thinking break-in  conceited  

foreign  language preferred  suffering  ice-skate   father-in-law  conceive  

forty  leisure referred  buffering fair-haired mother-in-law  deceit 

frequently  lightning retransferred  offering bad-tempered accident-prone   

government  marvellous transferred   interference up-to-date  mix-up   

 guarantee  mischievous conferral  difference sugar-free co-pilot   

HALF TERM – 24.10.17 to 30.10.17 

WB 31.10.17 

Rule: To spell 

words with the 

/i:/ sound spelt ei 

after c 

exceptions 

 

 

 

 

Test on: 8.11.17 

WB 7.11.17 

Rule: To spell  

words containing 

ough (sounds 

created are or, uf, 

o, o-e, oo, u, ow). 

 

 

 

 

Test on: 15.11.17 

WB 14.11.17 

Rule: To spell 

words with ‘silent’ 

letters (i.e. 

letters whose 

presence cannot 

be predicted 

from the 

pronunciation of 

the word) 

Test on: 15.11.17 

WB 21.11.17 

Rule: To spell 

words with ‘silent’ 

letters (i.e. 

letters whose 

presence cannot 

be predicted 

from the 

pronunciation of 

the word) 

Test on: 29.11.17  

WB 28.11.17 

Rule: To spell 

words ending in 

ibly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test on: 6.12.17 

WB 5.12.17 

Rule: To spell 

words from the 

years 5/6 high 

frequency words   

 

 

 

 

 

Test on: 13.12.17 

WB 12.12.17 

Rule: To spell 

words from the 

years 5/6 high 

frequency words   

 

 

 

 

 

Test on: 3.1.17 

Protein borough borough asthma impossibly privilege equipment 

seize breakthrough plough gourmet irresponsibly prejudice     especially 

caffeine although drought listen flexibly  physical exaggerate 

leisure cough doubt thistle sensibly occur  excellent 

neighbour tough doubtful baguette visibly   persuade existence 

agreeing fought island disguise irresistibly   parliament   explanation 

disagreeing nought solemn wreckage responsibly   opportunity familiar 

their enough thistle wretched incredibly   occupy foreign 

neither rough knight playwright possibly nuisance forty 

reign brought lamb whistle   forcibly neighbour frequently 

 thorough borough psychotherapy horribly necessary government 

 plough plough rendezvous terribly muscle guarantee 

 


